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High mountain environments are among the most sensitive on Earth. Due to anthropogenic

disturbances and climate change, rates of regolith mobilization due to for example landsliding

have been accelerating recently. As a result, soils degrade, geohazards occur and flash floods have

negative consequences in downstream areas. The restoration of soils in high mountain

environments and an improved understanding of nature-based solutions to land degradation is,

therefore, urgent. As finding the origin of erosion sources is a first step to improve mitigation

strategies and guide the implementation of effective soil restoration measures, we discuss

sediment source fingerprinting research in the context of soil restoration in high mountain

environments. A literature review was done based on articles that apply sediment source

fingerprinting in high mountain environments and additional articles on land use-based markers

and soil restoration were used to develop an outlook for future research. The application of

sediment provenance studies in high mountains environments has been limited so far. While

some studies yield a rough distinction between sediment sources based on environmental

radionuclides or elemental geochemistry, they cannot reflect multiple semi-natural vegetation

types which are relevant source types that should be discriminated in high mountain

environments. Therefore, we explore emerging techniques such as eDNA tracing that could

potentially refine the information on the provenance of sediment based on land use and cover

sources. Then, we will address the challenging hydro-geomorphic environment of high mountains

and the implications for designing properly a sediment tracing study in such a context. We will

conclude by presenting an outlook to guide future applications of sediment source fingerprinting

in high mountain environments, where geohazards are imminent and soil restoration is urgent.
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